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Angie Lau: Let’s turn our focus to online gaming as NEXON released its latest results 

yesterday. They also announced a new man is in charge. Joining us first from Tokyo is 

Owen Mahoney, NEXON’s current CFO and CEO-elect. Owen, good to see you there, 

and thanks for making it and trudging through the snow to talk with us first here on 

Bloomberg this morning. I want to say congratulations to you and your new 

appointment and a lot of people are wondering, what does this mean for NEXON, 

What’s going to be different when you come in: any new changes in your management 

structure, as compared to before? 

 

Owen Mahoney: We’re making several changes around the organization. Internally, we 

announced several new leaders in our Korea subsidiary as well as other places in the 

world. We’re really focused on going back to our roots and frankly to the whole game 

industry’s roots and those roots are about making great games. It’s interesting that over 

the last 5 years or so, the industry has gotten away from understanding that it’s really 

quality games that really make a great business. I would go to conferences sometimes 

where people- business people- in the industry would talk to me about things as crazy 

sounding as a ‘portfolio theory to games.’ We don’t think that a great creative in any 

industry, whether its video games or movies or novels, or music is a function of portfolio 

theory. It’s about creating the best games, the best creative content that we know how to 

make as game creators. If we do that well, we think we are going to have a lot of success 

but that often means doing fewer bigger things to focus in our resources to the types of 

games- to a few games that are going to have big success and that we’re going to be 

really proud of in a few years. So that’s where the main focus of change is going to be.  

 

Angie Lau: It looks like investors are really liking your appointment because despite 

reporting a 43.1 million dollar net loss for quarter ending in December, your shares are 

surging up 3% right now. What do you think the strategy is going to be as you move 

forward? Is it going to be acquisitions or innovation? 

 

 



Owen Mahoney: Yesterday, I sent a letter to our employees letting them know that I and 

the rest of the management team are really going to be focusing on three things. The 

first is on products, and I was just talking about how we want to do fewer, bigger things 

and really focus on game quality. The second is on people. We think that there are a lot 

of terrific people around the industry who are just looking for an opportunity to find a 

very wide audience and have a creative flexibility to do something different, 

differentiated and of truly high quality. So we’re going to be doing that. We’ve already 

announced some management changes internally, to focus on really key executives who 

believe in game quality. The third thing is around partnerships. NEXON has major 

capabilities around the world. We have an enormous platform to be able to publish and 

distribute an online-game throughout Asia and throughout the world. We want to bring 

that to bear. We also have a long history of strong partnerships with some of the best 

game companies on the planet. We have a very close relationship with Electronic Arts 

that we started in 2013. FIFA Online 3, which we published with them in Korea, is now 

the Number 2 game in Korea, and we’ve got a long relationship with a company called 

Valve up in Seattle, in the United States with Counter-Strike Online and then now, 

Dota 2. We think that by enabling our partners to successful around the world, and in 

online that we’re going to benefit as well, so that’s really going to be our focus. 

 

Angie Lau: Owen you were talking about basically, this 43.1 million dollar net loss. 

Explain it. 

 

Owen Mahoney: Sure, the main part there was that we took impairment for a company 

called 6waves which impacted our net income line. A couple of years ago, we made a 

minority investment in them to dip our toe in the water in the Facebook business. We 

and everybody else in the industry came to realize that Facebook is a pretty tough 

platform in which to be successful on. All in all, we’re happy with the fact that we only 

had a minority investment there. That was a non-cash charge, by the way. We generated 

about 35 billion yen in cash during the quarter. 

 

Angie Lau: What about the calls for more aggressive monetization on products that are 

very successful right now? Especially FIFA Online 3 in Korea.  

 

Owen Mahoney: Our success has been based off of not over-monetizing games. When we 

do this well, we end up having a long period of time where our customers will come back 

to using our games over and over again. If you focus too much on monetization, you tend 



to drive users away. We’ve made that mistake in the past, and we try not to make that 

mistake. Other companies have made that mistake, particularly in the West and a 

misunderstanding of what free-to-play is all about. What we want to do is bringing user 

into the game; enable them to have an enormous amount of fun, regardless whether 

they buy an item. Only about 10% of our user base purchases items within the game. So 

our job is to bring them into the game and keep them coming back, and let them have a 

good time, and if they want to buy something, then their game experience will be even 

better. That’s the way we go about it, and that’s been the basis of our success in our 

operating margins.  

 

Angie Lau: You are one of the few Western CEOs of Japanese firms there. Does this 

speak to the strategy of Nexon to get more into the Western markets? You came from EA, 

you have had experience in San Francisco – a lot of this experience. How are you going 

to utilize that in the coming years for NEXON? 

 

Owen Mahoney: I do come from the West, but NEXON has always been a very 

international company. The entire executive team speaks multiple languages and has 

lived most of their professional lives in places other than their country of origin. I am 

surrounded by other executives who are very international. That really reflects the 

games business. Now, the games business is becoming much more international, and 

content comes from all around the world, it is publisher around the world, and it really 

reflects the global gaming culture of people around the world, who loves games in any 

country. It really is reflective of the industry itself becoming more international.  

 

Angie Lau: I got one last question for you before I let you go and try to trudge through 

back to your office in the snow. You say you’re looking for partnerships. Tell me about 

the ideal characteristics of any potential deal as it pays to your growth strategy. 

 

Owen Mahoney: Partnerships come in many different forms. We’ve made minority 

investments, we’ve made full acquisitions, we’ve done simple commercial deals. Really 

what we look for is a match between what we’re good at, and what the other party is 

good at, and our objectives and their objectives. Our relationship with Electronic Arts is 

a perfect example of that. They were looking to building their business in Korea and 

Asia even bigger, and we were looking to work with great intellectual property. So we 

published FIFA Online 3 in Korea. It has been, as I’ve mentioned before, an enormous 

success for both parties. They understand what they’re good at, we understand what 



we’re good at, and we collaborate very closely. So it’s really the objective to bring great 

games to gamers around the world and combine our respective strengths.   

 

 


